
Abstract
This paper explores the effectiveness of the simultaneous
application of pipelining and parallel processing as a total
power (static plus dynamic) reduction technique in digital
systems. Previous studies have been limited to either pipelin-
ing or parallel processing, but both techniques can be used
together to reduce supply voltage at a fixed throughput point.
According to our first-order analyses, there exist optimal
combinations of pipelining depth and parallel processing
width to minimize total power consumption. We show that the
leakage power from both subthreshold and gate-oxide tunnel-
ing plays a significant role in determining the optimal combi-
nation of pipelining depth and parallel processing width. Our
experiments are conducted with timing information derived
from a 65nm technology and fanout-of-four (FO4) inverter
chains. The experiments show that the optimal combinations
of both pipelining and parallel processing—8~12×FO4 logic
depth pipelining with 2~3-wide parallel processing—can
reduce the total power by as much as 40% compared to an
optimal system using only pipelining or parallel processing
alone. We extend our study to show how process parameter
variations—an increasingly important factor in nanometer
technologies—affects these results. Our analyses reveal that
the variations shift the optimal points to shallower pipelining
and narrower parallel processing—12×FO4 logic depth with
2-wide parallel processing—at a fixed yield point.

1. Introduction
Traditionally, two architectural techniques have been used to
improve the performance of processing systems at a fixed
voltage—increasing pipelining depth or parallel processing
width. Pipelining reduces the number of logic levels between
timing elements to increase operating frequency, while paral-
lel processing increases the number of parallel logic instances
to increase throughput at a fixed frequency. However, the
operating frequency or throughput increase offered by these
techniques is often used instead to reduce power (or supply
voltage) while maintaining a fixed throughput. Supply voltage
scaling is one of the most effective techniques for trading tim-
ing slack for power, and it leads to a quadratic reduction in
switching power and a super-linear reduction in leakage
power as leakage current has a very strong dependency on
supply voltage in nanometer technologies.

Pipelining and parallel processing impact power and per-
formance in quite different ways. Deeper pipelining increases
timing as well as both switching and leakage power overheads
by the increased number of timing elements (latches or flip-
flops). The power overhead from the timing elements grows
super-linearly with the pipelining depth, because the number
of timing elements increases super-linearly with the depth [1].
On the other hand, wider parallel processing only increases
leakage power overhead from parallel copies of the logic. Due
to the scaled frequency proportional to parallel processing
width, switching power of the system remains constant at a
fixed voltage (assuming perfectly parallelizable computation)
but the leakage power overhead from the parallel copies of
logic grows linearly with the width. This becomes important
and because both the subthreshold leakage and gate-oxide

tunneling leakage power consume a substantial amount of
total power in nanometer technologies.

As the transistor feature size becomes smaller, circuits
show an increased sensitivity to the fluctuations of process
parameters such as threshold voltage Vth, channel length Leff,
and oxide thickness tox. Understanding of the effects of those
variations become more important in the design of high per-
formance digital system [2], because these significantly affect
the critical path delay or the maximum operating frequency.
As pipelining and parallel processing become deeper and
wider, the critical path delay variations become even more
significant, because these increase the number of the critical
paths. Furthermore, as the pipelining depth—inversely pro-
portional to the logic depth—increases, the critical path
delays become more sensitive to the random variations of the
processor parameters [3]. These two factors make it more dif-
ficult to achieve a target operating frequency at a target yield
point and accordingly they will limit both the pipelining depth
and the parallel processing width. 

The use of pipelining for power reduction was proposed
by Chandrakasan et al. [4]. Several microarchitectural level
studies have examined optimal pipelining depth for both per-
formance and power in uni-processors [6-10]. In addition,
there were several studies comparing pipelining with parallel
processing to determine which technique is more efficient for
minimizing total switching power at a functional-block level
[11-12]. These previous studies focus on either pipelining
depth at a fixed parallel processing width or parallel process-
ing width at a fixed pipelining depth. The greater number of
degrees of freedom that results from the simultaneous optimi-
zation of both variables—pipelining depth and parallel pro-
cessing width—allows for lower power solutions as we will
see. Furthermore, the inclusion of leakage power and process
parameter variations introduce further important dimensions
to this optimization problem.

In our study, first, we present the first-order performance
and power analysis models. Second, to optimize total power
consumption, we explore switching and leakage power trade-
offs of various pipelining depths and parallel processing
widths based on a future nanometer technology. In this inves-
tigation, we assume a fixed-throughput design having ideal-
ized unlimited parallelism. This almost never occurs in real
applications, but is approximated by the workload of some
digital signal processors, network processors, and graphics
engines. In this case, we do not include any performance loss
from pipeline stalls as pipelining depth or parallel processing
width increases. Third, we extend our analyses to provide the
impact on the optimal depth and width by limited parallelism.
Finally, we investigate the impact on the optimization by pro-
cess parameter variations. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 explains simulation methodology used in this study.
Section 3 presents supply voltage scaling analyses for given
pipelining depth and parallel processing width for idealized
applications. Section 4 analyzes switching, leakage, and total
power trade-offs from pipelining and parallel processing
based on the results presented in Section 3. Section 5 and 6
analyze the implication of limited parallelism and process
parameter variations on total power optimal pipelining and
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parallel processing. Finally, Section 7 summarizes our contri-
butions. 

2. Methodology
To model logic path in a design, we use a simple static
inverter chain with each inverter driving four copies of itself
to yield a FO4 load. FO4 is a common metric for the first-
order analysis and evaluation of digital circuit performance in
given process technologies [5]. We use 24×FO4 delays as a
baseline computational element logic depth to represent a cur-
rent high-performance processor circuit; the high-frequency
Pentium-4 has a 20×FO4 cycle time [6], and most other
designs have somewhat shallower pipelines. Even though dif-
ferent circuit styles and logic gates might lead to different
power-optimal pipelining depth and parallel processing width,
we assume that our FO4 inverter chain model is fairly repre-
sentative for first-order analyses. The insights gathered from
the simulation results can be applied to other cases. For
HSPICE simulations, a 65nm technology model is used.

Global wire delay does not scale as fast as gate delay in
scaled technology. However, one or more pipeline stages—
determined by the clock cycle time and the delay of the inter-
connect—are assigned to long global communication wires
such as the buses between L1 and L2 caches in modern micro-
processors. Furthermore, the drivers for the global wires have
the same structure as the inverter chains. Hence, we assume
those global wires as separate pipelining stages can be repre-
sented by the FO4 delay model, too. In considering logic
delay, we do not include local wire capacitance effect,
because we can only guess at the details of circuit layouts.
Instead, we assume that the local wire delay effects can be
embedded in the FO4 delay number [5]. Nevertheless, we are
aware that the local wires increase switching power. To
resolve this issue, we make an assumption about the ratio
between switching and leakage power of the entire system and
leave it as a parameter in this study. Finally, we leave the
impact of glitching power for a future study. We do not expect
it to change our results significantly, because its impact is a
diminishing one that reduces linearly with pipelining depth. 

3. Supply Voltage Scaling Trends
In this section, we present supply voltage scaling trends as a
function of logic depth in each pipeline stage and parallel pro-
cessing width. For our analyses in this section, we assume that
applications are embarrassingly parallel—the term widely
used in the parallel computing area when computations can be
highly parallelized—and can be pipelined and parallelized
without any inefficiencies due to data or control dependen-
cies. In other words, the performance of applications scales
linearly with the width of parallel processing and increasing
pipelining depth does not incur any performance penalty
except from the increasing overhead of timing elements. We
will discuss the effects by the limited parallelism in Section 5. 

In general, the delay T of a logic circuit as a function of
supply voltage can be approximated by:

(1)

where A is the constant proportional to transistor sizes, load
capacitance, etc., α is the velocity saturation effect factor, V is
the supply voltage, and Vth is the threshold voltage. To main-
tain the same throughput (or computation time) as the baseline
processor, the following should be satisfied:

(2)

where is VDD is the initial unscaled supply voltage, and V is
the scaled version. The terms Tlogic(V) and Tflop(V) are the
delays of each baseline pipelining stage for logic and flip-
flops at the scaled (lower) supply voltage V. Tflop(V) includes
clock skew and jitter overheads. The term L is the number of
operations required to execute a benchmark to completion, M
is the width of parallel processing, and N is a measure of the
depth of pipelining. N does not represent the actual number of
pipelining stages, but a logic depth division factor. For exam-
ple, we divide each 24×FO4 pipelining stage into two
12×FO4-delay stages when N is equal to 2, i.e., the number of
total pipelining stages are doubled. For L/M >> N-1, a typical
situation, (2) can be approximated by:

(3)

Figure 1 shows the supply voltage scaling trends of M-N
processors denoting M-wide parallel processing processors
with 24×FO4/N logic depth per stage. The scaled supply volt-
age is calculated at each M and N combination point using (3)
at the same throughput point as the 1-1 based processor oper-
ating with VDD= 1.2V. To analyze the impact of the timing
element overhead, we calculate the scaled supply voltages for
two different timing overhead models—Tflop(V) is 2×FO4 (V)
[7] in Figure 1-(a) and 3×FO4(V) in Figure 1-(b), respectively.
As can be seen in Figure 1, pipelining alone is effective in
scaling the supply voltage, but the processors employing the
combination of pipelining and parallel processing are far more
effective than pipelining alone. On the other hand, deeper
pipelines (or shallow logic depth per stage) becomes less
effective in reducing supply voltage as the timing overhead
increases. Likewise, due to a dramatic increase in logic circuit
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Figure 1: Supply voltage scaling trends for two different flop
timing overheads at the same throughput (M—parallel
processing width and N—24×FO4 logic depth division
factor).

(a) Tflop(V) = 2×FO4 (V) (b) Tflop(V) = 3×FO4 (V)
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delay at low voltage, excessive parallel processing is not
effective, either. The effectiveness of supply voltage scaling
diminishes when parallel processing is increased significantly.
Hence, a balanced M and N is required to allow supply volt-
age scaling to maximize total power reduction.

4. Power Scaling Trends
4.1 Switching Power
Switching power remains a significant component of total
power consumption, even in leaky nanometer technology.
Switching power is the power consumed while charging and
discharging load capacitances. The load capacitances include
transistor parasitic and wire capacitances. When f is the oper-
ating frequency of the baseline 1-1 processor at VDD, the
switching power of an M-N processor can be expressed as:

(4)

where V is the supply voltage for the M-N processor at the
same throughput point as the baseline 24FO4 logic depth pro-
cessor, Clogic and Cflop are the effective switching capaci-
tances of the logic and the timing elements of the baseline 1-1
processor, B is the timing element switching power overhead
factor defined as Cflop/Clogic, and ρ is the flip-flop growth fac-
tor that is super-linearly proportional to the pipelining depth
N. We assume that the logic switching power includes all the
local and global interconnect wire capacitance and the timing
element switching power includes the clocking power by
switching the input capacitances of the timing elements and
the clock tree power. If the number of timing elements grows
linearly with the number of stages, ρ = 1. However, Srini-
vasan, et al. [1] have argued that the number of timing ele-
ments in pipelining stages grows super-linearly with the
pipelining depth—consider pipelining a multiplier or a multi-
banked memory. Following them, we take ρ = 1.2 throughout
this study, but consider ρ as a design-specific parameter. Note
that increasing the parallel processing width does not increase
switching power with M at a fixed supply voltage, because the
operating frequency f is also scaled down with M as noted in
(4). 

The normalized switching power of M-N processors to
the baseline 1-1 processor—our main interest of this study—
can be represented as:

(5)

The parameters such as f and Clogic are canceled out during
the normalization process. Hence, we do not need to estimate
the Clogic of the system. Instead, we only have to focus on the
ratio between Clogic and Cflop as an analysis parameter whose
trend is relatively well known from earlier designs. Figure 2
shows the normalized switching power of M-N processors at
the same throughput. To analyze the total switching power
impact of the timing elements, we also calculated the normal-
ized switching power for two different timing element switch-
ing power models. Specifically, we use 0.25 and 0.33 for B
(Cflop/Clogic) in Figure 2-(a) and (b), respectively—Cflop/

Clogic is typically 0.2~0.3 in general-purpose microprocessors
according to [13]. The calculated results in Figure 2 are based
on the supply voltage scaling calculations from Section 3. As
noted in Figure 2, the optimal pipelining logic depth for the 1-
N processor switching power is between 6 and 8×FO4
depending on the timing element power overhead. This agrees
with [7] and [10], but increasing M shifts the optimal point to
a deeper logic depth from 6 to 8 and from 8 to 12×FO4. Fur-
thermore, increasing the power overhead by the timing ele-
ments also shifts the optimal point to a deeper logic depth
(smaller N). Compared to the optimally pipelined 1-wide pro-
cessor, the 2-, 3-, and 4-wide parallel processing processors at
the optimal pipelining depth consume less switching power by
39/40%, 52/55%, and 59/61% when B is 0.25/0.33. The
switching power reduction, however, diminishes quickly as
the parallel processing width exceeds 2.

In summary, more parallelism at an optimal logic depth
helps to reduce switching power dramatically, but the power
reduction caused by increasing M diminishes, because the
supply voltage scaling diminishes as explained in Section 3.
While switching power scales with M, leakage power does
not. Hence, the increased leakage power multiplied by M will
start to dominate the total power of the system considering
that the leakage power consumes a significant portion of total
chip power in the current and future technologies. 

4.2 Leakage Power
The rapid reduction in gate length, oxide thickness, and
accompanying down-scaled threshold voltages over the last
few process generations has led to an exponential growth in
both subthreshold and gate-oxide tunneling leakage power.
Within a few process technology generations, it is predicted
that power dissipation from both leakage current could be
comparable to dynamic switching power. The leakage power
of our pipeline circuit can be given by:

(6)

where Ilogic and Iflops are the leakage current from the logic
and the timing elements at supply voltage V, and C is the tim-
ing element leakage power overhead factor defined as Iflops/
Ilogic. As a result of subthreshold and gate-oxide tunneling
leakage both Ilogic and Iflopshave super-linear dependency on
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Figure 2: Normalized switching power for two different flop
switching power overheads at the same through-put point.

(a) B (Cflop/Clogic)= 0.25 (b) B (Cflop/Clogic)= 0.33
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V. The subthreshold leakage current component can be mod-
eled as [14]:

(7)

where D is a constant proportional to transistor dimensions
etc., Vth is the threshold voltage, n is the subthreshold swing
factor, kT/q is the thermal voltage proportional to the tempera-
ture, and η is the drain-induced barrier-lowering (DIBL) fac-
tor. The gate-oxide tunneling leakage current component can
be approximated by [15]:

(8)

where E and F are physical parameters that are intrinsic to the
process, φox is the barrier height for the tunneling particle
(electron or hole), and tox is the oxide thickness. As can be
seen in (6), (7), and (8), both the subthreshold and gate-oxide
tunneling leakage power is reduced super-linearly by supply
voltage scaling.

In the same way as (4), the normalized leakage power of
M-N processors to the baseline 1-1 processor is represented as
M·(1+C·Nρ)·V/(1+C)·VDD. Figure 3 shows the normalized
(subthreshold + gate oxide tunneling) leakage power of M-N
processors at the same throughput and 110oC. To analyze the
total leakage power impact of the timing elements, we also
calculated the normalized leakage power for two different
timing element leakage power models: 0.25 and 0.33 are used
for C (Iflop/Ilogic) in Figure 3-(a) and (b), respectively. As C
increases, the optimal leakage power point shifts to from 6 to
8 and from 8 to 12×FO4, and wider parallel processing con-
sumes more total leakage power. As we showed in Section 3,
the supply voltage scaling diminishes with M but wider paral-
lel processing does not reduce the total leakage power,
because it is multiplied by M. 

4.3 Total Power
As we saw in Section 4.1 and Section 4.2, parallel processing
is more effective at decreasing switching power than pipelin-
ing, while pipelining is more effective at reducing leakage
power. Between these two trade-offs an optimal M and N

combination can minimize the total power consumption. The
total power of a multi-processor can be expressed by:

(9)

where G is the ratio between leakage and switching power.
Figure 4 shows the normalized total power of M-N pro-

cessors at the same throughput. To analyze the total power
impact trend of leakage power, we calculated the normalized
leakage power for two different leakage power ratio models.
The values 0.3 and 0.5 are used for G (Pleakage/Pswitching) in
Figure 4-(a) and (b) respectively—the fraction of leakage
power is around 0.4 in the current generation high-end micro-
processor [13]. The different G can account for the effects by
different temperatures or different activity factors for switch-
ing power on the optimization. Wider parallel processing
shifts the optimal pipelining depth from 6 to 12×FO4. As the
fraction of leakage power increases, wider parallel processing
than 2 does not reduce the total power noticeably. Hence, 2-
wide parallel processing with 8~12×FO4 pipelining depth
seems to be an optimal point considering both total power and
area. This configuration reduces the total power remarkably
—32%/25% when G is 0.3/0.5—compared to the 1-wide par-
allel processing optimal case. Compared to the system only
employing either the 1-wide optimal pipelining of 6~8×FO4
logic depth or the 2-wide pipelining of 24×FO4 baseline logic
depth alone, the optimal combination of pipelining and paral-
lel processing can reduce total power by 20~44% depending
on the parameter values such as B (0.25~0.33), C (0.25~0.33),
and G (0.3~0.5). Furthermore, the optimal logic depth for
switching power is very close to that for leakage as seen in
Figure 2 and Figure 3. Hence, increasing G — the fraction of
leakage power does not change the optimal logic depth of
every M we investigated, but 1-wide parallel processing with
6~8×FO4 becomes total optimal if G is over 0.8.

5. Implications of Limited Parallelism
In Section 3 and Section 4, we assumed that the throughput of
processors scales linearly with both the depth of pipelining
and the width of parallel processing with very high parallel-
ism (e.g., applications such as streaming, networking, and
graphics processors). However, in fact, it does not scale very
well for many other applications because of limited parallel-
ism, data dependencies, and branch misprediction penalties in
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Figure 3: Normalized leakage power for two different flop
leakage power overheads at the same throughput point.
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general purpose processors. In this section, we investigate the
impact of such limited parallelism on total power reduction.
To reflect the throughput impact by increasing both the width
of parallel processing and the depth of parallel processing, the
equation (3) is revised to:

(10)

where CPI(M, N) is the greatest number of cycles among the
M processors divided by the sum of total executed instructions
by the M-processor system. Note that a larger CPI means
worse performance. Equation (10) can be re-expressed as:

(11)

where l(M, N) is M×CPI(M,N) / CPI (1,1)—a performance
degrading factor that is greater than 1 for the limited parallel-
ism case. For the ideal case, CPI(M, N) should remain con-
stant regardless of N for a fixed M and decrease linearly with
M. However, in reality, increasing either M or N increases CPI
due to branch mispredictions, data dependencies, and so forth. 
According to [8], [9], and other earlier studies, the CPI
increase almost linearly with the number of pipeline stages.
Figure 5 shows the normalized total power of M-N processors
at the same throughput. We assume that the CPI of M-N pro-
cessors degrades by 25% when the number of pipeline stages
are doubled and the CPI scales lineally with the number of
parallel processors without any loss in Figure 5-(a). In Figure
5-(b), we assume that the CPI of M-N processors degrades by
25% when the number of parallel processors are doubled and
the CPI scales linearly with the number of pipeline stages
without any loss. Note that different degradation factors
depending on the applications can be applied to (11) as analy-
sis parameters.

According to the analyses, increasing CPI degradation
with the pipelining depth shifts the total-power optimal point
to a deeper logic depth—12FO4 for all the parallel processing
widths in Figure 5-(a)—with increased total power consump-
tion compared to the embarrassingly parallel case. Even when
we increase the degradation factor up to 35%, the optimal
logic depth is still 12FO4. Also, note that there is only negli-
gible reduction by using the 4-wide parallel processing width

although we assume a perfect performance scaling with
increasing parallel processing width. When we consider the
CPI degradation by increasing the parallel processing width,
the 4-wide parallel processor starts to consume more energy
than 3-wide at the 25% CPI degradation rate because of the
marginal voltage reduction and the increased leakage over-
head compared to the 2 or 3-wide processor case at the opti-
mal points.

6. Impacts by Process Variations 
As the feature size shrinks, process parameter variations
increase for channel length, width, and threshold voltage, for
example. These parameter variations change the delay and the
leakage power of circuits significantly [2]. With a given nom-
inal mean µcp and standard deviation σcp, the critical path
delay density functions resulting from within-die (WID) or
die-to-die (D2D) parameter variations are modeled as normal
distributions. The probability of one critical path satisfying a
specified maximum delay tmax is calculated as [2]:

(12)

where t is the variable critical path delay and  is either the

WID ( ) or D2D ( ) cumulative distribution for
one critical path. A chip, however, contains many critical
paths, all of which must satisfy the worst-case delay con-
straint. Assuming Ncp is the number of independent critical
paths for the chip, the WID cumulative distribution for the
chip can be modeled as [2]:

(13)

When the process parameter variations are introduced,
the maximum delay through the pipeline stages of parallelized
processors is no longer a deterministic value based on the crit-
ical paths in the system. While some pipeline stages may be
fast, other blocks may be slower. Likewise, some parallelized
system may be fast, others may not. In both cases, the operat-
ing frequency is determined by the slowest one and the supply
voltage should be scaled up for the slowest one to maintain
the same throughput. This argument can be modeled statisti-
cally as follow. When F1,1 is the baseline processor cumula-
tive critical path delay distributions considering only the WID
random uncorrelated variations that may become more domi-
nant than the systematic (or random correlated) variations, the
probability of satisfying tmax for the M-N processor is:

(14)

where FM,N is the M-N processor cumulative critical path
delay distribution. Equation (14) implies that both deeper
pipelining (shallower logic depth per pipeline stage) and
wider parallel processing will suffer more severely from the
variations. Furthermore, deeper pipelining makes the number
of logic gates (n) in the critical paths smaller as well. Consid-
ering only the WID random uncorrelated variations, the rela-
tive variations in the critical path delay are expected to
increase due to the reduced averaging effect over the number
of logic gates in the critical path such that [16]: 

(15)

Therefore, we can expect that the optimal pipelining depth
will be shifted to a deeper logic depth (shallower pipelining)
than the nominal case. Note that systematic (or random corre-
lated) variations shifts the process parameters for the transis-
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Figure 5: Normalized total power at the same throughput
point with limited parallelism (B/C=0.25, and G = 0.4).

(a) 25% CPI degradation per 2× 
pipelining depth increase

(b) 25% CPI degradation per 2× 
processing width increase.
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tors in a given region of a die in the same direction where σcp/
µcp is independent of n. Also, note that the systematic WID
variations impact the number of independent critical paths in
(14). Finally, as supply voltage approaches Vth, σcp/µcp or the
critical path delay variation increases significantly, because a
reduced supply voltage leads to an increased sensitivity of
logic circuit delays to parameter variations. This in turn influ-
ences Vth according to [16]:

(16)

This implies that a significant fraction of the voltage scaling
gain will be lost to compensate for the critical delay varia-
tions. This can be a factor that makes deeper pipelining or
wider parallel processing inefficient. 

Figure 6-(a) shows the normalized total power to achieve
95% yield at the same throughput point. The WID variation,
σcp/µcp of the baseline 24×FO4 logic depth at 1.2V was set to
4%. For each 0.1V supply voltage interval and each logic
depth and parallel processing width under investigation, we
estimated a new σcp/µcp based on (14), (15), and (16). With
the estimated numbers, the logic delay T for each discrete
voltage, logic depth, and parallel processing with at a specific
yield point was characterized to achieve a 95% yield. Figure
6-(b) illustrates the total power trends as we increase the
amount of variations (σcp/µcp) from 0% (no variation) to 8%
at a fixed parallel processing depth (M=2). According to Fig-
ure 6-(a) and (b), the process parameter variations shift the
optimal logic depths from 6 to 8×FO4 for 1-wide processors,
and from 8 to 12×FO4 for 2-wide processors. This supports
our earlier argument—the deeper logic depth (or shallower
pipelining) is better due to the averaging effect of the delay
variations. The other effect of process parameter variation is
that the absolute amounts of total power reduction are reduced
by 9~12% depending on the analysis parameters, because
higher supply voltage is required to make the slowest pipeline
stage and/or processor in the M-N processor system meet the
timing or maximum frequency constraint.

7. Conclusions
In this study, we investigated the optimal combination of
pipeline depth and parallel processing for total power reduc-

tion. Our analyses for embarrassingly parallel applications
show that 8~12×FO4 logic depth pipelining and 2-wide paral-
lel processing results in the optimal combination that reduces
the total power by 70%~80%, depending on the fraction of
leakage power and the timing and power overheads of timing
elements. As we employ wider parallel processing further
reduction is possible, but the difference is not very noticeable
compared to the 2-wide case at the optimal pipelining depth.
Compared to a system employing either a 1-wide optimal
pipelining of 6~8×FO4 logic depth or a 2-wide pipelining of
24×FO4 baseline logic depth alone, the optimal combination
reduces total power by 20~44%. The analyses concerning the
performance loss from increasing either pipelining depth or
parallel processing width show that the optimal logic depth
should be shifted to a deeper logic depth—12×FO4 with the
same 2-wide parallel processing for the high parallelism case.
Furthermore, our results concerning the process parameter
variations suggest that the optimal pipelining depth and paral-
lel processing width should be shallower and narrower com-
pared to the optimal combination when variations are ignored.
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Figure 6: Normalized total power to achieve 95% yield for
different amounts of variations at the same throughput point
(B/C = 0.25, G=0.4).

(a) σcp/µcp for 24×FO4 at 1.2V 
= 4% 

(b) σcp/µcp for 24×FO4 at 1.2V 

= 0%, 4%, and 8% at M = 2
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